Human population growth brings with it a huge demand for goods and services, which increases over time. It is currently recognized that the environment and biodiversity provides multiple benefits to humans beings through environmental services; however, these have been altered gradually by the use and abuse of these natural resources by society (Herrmann et al. 2016). The planet is a dynamic entity that has undergone major alterations in its physiography and lost much of its former biological diversity on multiple occasions throughout its history. Today, most of the serious environmental problems our generation faces are either caused or aggravated by human actions; some examples are the introduction of exotic species, changes of land use, or climate change. These three factors disrupt biological patterns and processes and impact ecological relationships shaped over millions of years, such as those between hosts and parasites (Brooks and Hoberg 2007).

Anthropogenic activities may foster changes in populations and communities of parasites by increasing their diversity and impairing their reproduction and infection patterns. Through the expansion or reduction of the geographic distribution of parasites, human activities also facilitate the infection of new hosts and the spread of diseases to previously disease-free places. Through micro-evolutionary processes such as sudden changes in local adaptation patterns, genetic frequencies, and natural selection of parasites associated with the emergence of diseases, humans will spark the proliferation of unregistered pathogens. The ultimate consequence would involve cascade changes in ecosystems, involving the alteration of entire communities of parasites and hosts.

In biogeography, it is known that the distribution patterns of organisms result from expansion and contraction cycles, usually triggered by historical or ecological changes (Lomolino et al. 2016). These cycles allow parasites to come into contact with new potential hosts in a given region without undergoing major adaptations. The climate change issue we currently face is expected to broaden the geographic range of parasites, leading to the emergence of new associations and diseases in regions where these were not known in the past. The expectation is that those species with greater dispersal capabilities will become sources of new diseases.

In this sense, broadening our knowledge and understanding of biodiversity and the interactions involved in it will contribute to successfully address the environmental challenges that lie ahead. To this end, museums and scientific collections have expanded their area of influence; currently, these promote research related to the biology and ecology of pathogens and parasites in addition to supporting classical studies of taxonomy, systematics and biogeography. Unfortunately, these institutions face serious issues derived mostly from ignorance about the utility and scientific and social potential of these unconventional areas of research, by sectors of the government, society, and academia, who claim that scientific collecting damages target populations and boosts extinctions (Malaney and Cook 2018; Minteer et al. 2014); and advocate the idea that non-invasive sampling may yield similar or better results. Consequently, there is a growing difficulty in obtaining collection permits, and there is little or no funding for the collection of new specimens or collection-based research projects; in some cases, opportunities to obtain specimens that are hard to collect through non-traditional sources (struck or hunted organisms) are wasted.

In the world and in Mexico, funds for the maintenance and growth of museums and scientific collections have decreased over the past three decades. Nonetheless, there are trends towards the management of these institutions through computerization, public and free-of-charge accessibility to databases, and creation of accessory collections. As part or extension of accessory collections, during the past decade Joe Cook, a curator of mammals at the Museum of Southwestern Biology, University of New Mexico, and his collaborators have proposed the implementation of the so-called holistic collection or holistic specimen. In the case of mammals, this is defined as the collection of specimens along with their endo- and ectoparasites, microbiome, and even samples of the associated soil and plants. The potential benefits are multiple, since this approach addresses not only the study of the target species sampled, but also their context (Schindel and Cook 2018). The holistic collection or holistic specimen approach allows maximizing efforts and financial resources used in a collecting expedition; also, the specimens and information collected can be used in studies ranging from molecular biology (phylogeography, population genetics, molecular systematics, gene expression), to ecosystems (ecology of populations and communities, among others), which strengthen interdisciplinary work (Brooks and Hoberg 2007). Collecting specimens under the holistic approach allows making inferences about ecological interactions, potential impact on human and animal health, environmental quality, and even food and national security. Collections of parasites
of mammals can unveil the dynamics of potential vectors, and identify reservoirs of pathogens and potential sources of agricultural pests and their likely controlling drivers. In addition, these facilitate the comparison of samples collected under different temporary and geographic contexts, to delineate the past, current, and, above all, the potential distribution of parasites, as well as their ecology and transmission pathways (Schindel and Cook 2018).

In particular, with regard to mammals, there are excellent publications that review their evolution, taxonomy, systematics, biogeography, ecology, or behavior. However, a component of mammal biology that has often been overlooked is the association with a megadiverse group of organisms commonly known as parasites that groups together several taxa of invertebrates. The knowledge of parasites of mammals is, at best, incomplete, although there are partial listings of helminths (Galbreath et al. 2019; García-Prieto et al. 2012; Falcon-Ordaz et al. 2015), fleas (Salceda and Hastriter 2006), mites and ticks (Guzmán et al. 2016). It is reasonable to state that these are partial listings, as the authors themselves acknowledge the lack of studies in their respective groups and underline the scarcity of publications or museum records for multiple Mexican states. From my own perspective, this issue can be addressed by implementing holistic sampling and consolidating or building academic associations between mammalogists and parasitologists, which has proven to be both long-standing and fruitful. The joint work of these two groups of professionals have yielded pivotal contributions to document the biodiversity of mammals and parasites, and some have also set the grounds for public policies regarding the management and containment of diseases with zoonotic potential such as rabies (Villa, 1966).

Then, mammalogists and parasitologists are encouraged here to organize joint expeditions covering the collection of both mammals and parasites, in order to mitigate the gaps in the knowledge of both groups. Contributions to this knowledge will allow to successfully confront the fact that, as a result of the change in global temperature, both mammals and their pathogens and parasites will expand or contract their distribution areas, possibly parasitizing new hosts, leading to the emergence of new health issues for humans, domestic animals, and wildlife, and also regarding the interactions between them.

This special issue contains studies addressing the correspondence between the phylogeny of hosts and parasites (Popinga et al. 2019); identification of communities of mammals and ectoparasites in Argentina (Lareschi et al. 2019); documentation of new records and geographic extensions of parasites and pathogens of importance for human health (Alvarez-Córdovala et al. 2019; Gutierrez-Molina et al. 2019; Panti-May et al. 2019; Pulido-Flores et al. 2019; Sánchez-Montes et al. 2019); annotated lists of parasite taxa (Light et al. 2019); and use of museum records to derive potential distribution areas (Botero-Canola et al. 2019).

I am grateful for the invitation received by AMMAC through its editor-in-chief to edit this special issue; also, to all authors and reviewers who kindly agreed to contribute to this project; and to J. Falcón and F. García C. for reviewing early versions of this contribution.
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